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We prove the large time asymptotic stability of traveling wave solutions to the
scalar solute transport equation (contaminant transport equation) with spatially
periodic diffusion-adsorption coefficients in one space dimension. The time depend-
ent solutions converge in proper norms to a translate of traveling wave solutions
as time approaches infinity. In case of classical traveling waves, the convergence
rate is exponential in time for a class of small initial perturbations; and for general
order one perturbations, the convergence holds in supremum norm. In case of
degenerate Ho lder continuous traveling waves, the convergence holds in L1 norm.
As a byproduct, uniqueness up to translation of degenerate traveling waves follows.
We use maximum principle, L1 contraction, spectral theory, and a space-time
invariance property of solutions.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Contamination of groundwater in industrial and agricultural areas is
often associated with large concentrations of heavy metals or organic sub-
stance entering soils by means of waste disposal or atmospheric deposition
(see [6] etc). The movement of contaminants involves both physical and
chemical processes in the normally complex geological media. To better
understand and predict the dynamics of contaminants, mathematical
models are of tremendous value in estimating various transport effects
and their interactions. In [27] and [6], the authors studied the following
model for transport of reacting solute in one-dimensional heterogeneous
porous media subject to nonlinear equilibrium sorption. After a rescaling of
constants, the model reads:
(c+k(x)cn)t=Dcxx&vcx , (1.1)
where c is the solute concentration, v is a constant water velocity, D is
hydraulic diffusion; 0<n<1, k(x) is spatial random stationary process.
The form k(x) cn is called the Freundlich isotherm, and other types of non-
linear functions are also possible, such as Langmuir and convex isotherms,
see [10], [11], [13], [26] for details. The spatial function k(x) models the
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chemical (sorptive) heterogeneity of the soil columns due to the presence of
macropores, aggregates, cracks, and rocks etc. Traveling front behavior
of solutions was numerically simulated, and statistics (first few moments)
of solutions then discussed in [27] and [6] for a positive constant input of
c at x=& into a solute free column (c=0).
The existence and asymptotic stability of traveling wave solutions to
(1.1) is well-understood if k(x) is equal to constant (homogeneous media),
see [10], [11], and [19]. However, it is not clear how one should
approach the problem of large time front asymptotics in a mathematically
rigorous way if k(x) is a stationary random process. The major difficulty is
that nonlinearity and randomness coexist in equation (1.1), and there
seems to be no explicit formula for the solutions unlike in the case of the
viscous Burgers’ equation [24]. As a viable alternative and a first step
towards understanding front behavior in heterogeneous media, a simpler
scenario resulting from specializing k(x) to a periodic function is very help-
ful. Indeed, this makes possible the application of PDE techniques and yet
still preserves certain features of heterogeneity that may remain true in the
random case(see coming remarks). Let us consider the following slightly
more general model equation:
(u+k(x) f (u))t=(a(x) ux)x+bux , (1.2)
where we changed notations from c to u, &v to b=const. <0; a(x) and
k(x) are positive 1-periodic smooth functions, x # R1. For ease of presen-
tation, we will only treat Fruendlich nonlinearity of the form f (u)=u p,
p # (0, 1) in this paper; the p>1 case is nondegenerate, and the analysis is
same as what we are presenting here for p # (0, 1), ur>0. More general
Freundlich type nonlinearity, and Langmuirconvex type nonlinearities can
be analyzed in the same way with minor modifications.
We shall consider initial value problem and large time asymptotics of
(1.2) with initial data belonging to L and approaching a constant state
ul>0 at x=& and another constant ur # [0, ul) at x=+. Such data
correspond to the situation of solute transport into less concentrated area
with water flow as studied in [27] and [6]. For any two nonnegative con-
stants ul and ur such that 0ur<ul , it is proved in [26] that equation
(1.2) admits classical (if ur>0) or weak (if ur=0) traveling wave solutions.
They are of the form u(t, x)=U(x&ct, x)#U(s, y), where s=x&ct,
y=x, U(+, y)=ur , U(&, y)=ul , U(s, } ) has period 1. The wave
profile U ranges between ur and ul for all (s, y). The wave speed c is given
by an averaged RankineHugoniot relation:
c=
&b(ul&ur)
(ul+<k> f (ul))&(ur+ <k> f (ur))
>0, (1.3)
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which depends only on the periodic mean value of k(x) denoted by (k).
Classical traveling waves are unique up to a constant translation in s
variable, yet uniqueness of weak traveling waves in the degenerate case
ur=0 is not known in [26].
Our goal is to show that the large time behavior of solutions of (1.2) is
governed by the constant speed movement of traveling waves. We shall
study both the nondegenerate and degenerate cases. In the nondegenrate
case, solutions are classical and satisfy the strong parabolic maximum
principles. Moreover, equation (1.2) is in conservation form, where the
conserved quantity is the integral of m(u)#u+k(x) f (u), the total mass.
This motivates us to employ the method of Il’in and Oleinik [15] on the
stability of shock waves of scalar conservation laws. Indeed, using the
right conserved quantity m(u) and the basic properties of traveling waves
we are able to derive an integrated equation where maximum principle
applies, and show convergence of solutions to the traveling waves in the
L norm. However, the integrated equation is more complicated than the
one in [15], and prevents us from extracting the rate of convergence. The
reason is that the periodic coefficents have a global effect on the solutions,
and the information on the detailed structures of traveling waves is
needed. Yet in our quasilinear equation, nonlinearities seem to obstruct a
construction of comparison functions with periodic structures. To under-
stand the mechanism determining the decay rate, we study a class of initial
data which is a small perturbation of traveling waves. We are then able to
linearize and employ the detailed structures of traveling waves to
investigate the evolution of the linearized operator. The linearized equa-
tion for the perturbation is of the form vt=L(t)v, where L(t) is periodic
in t. The evolution of v is then related to the associated period map S and
its spectrum. Using the structure of U=U(s, y) at s infinities and the spec-
tral theorem of Gohberg and Krein [12], [14], we find that the con-
tinuous spectrum of operator S is strictly inside the unit circle when S is
defined on a suitably weighted L space. The rest of the spectrum consists
of isolated eigenvalues. Then the spectral decompostion theorem of Kato
[17] implies that S can be decomposed into a direct sum of two bounded
operators S1 and S2 , with S2 equal to the restriction of S on the isolated
eigenvalue part of the spectrum. Operator S2 is compact, and is strongly
positive since S is strongly positive. It turns out that 1 is an eigenvalue of
S corresponding to the eigenfunction Us>0. By the KreinRutman
theorem, 1 is the largest eigenvalue of S2 in absolute value and it is simple.
Thus S has a simple eigenvalue 1 and the rest spectrum stays strictly
inside the unit circle. The asymptotic stability with exponential rate
follows from this spectral structure of S and implicit function theorem as
in [21] and [25].
Our results in the nondegenerate case are:
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Theorem 1.1. Assume that u0(x) # L(R1), 0<uru0(x)ul , for all
x # R1, u0&ul # L1(R&), and u0&ur # L1(R+). Let m(u)=u+k(x) f (u).
Then there exists a unique number x0 # R such that
|
R1
m(u0(x))&m(U(x+x0 , x)) dx=0, (1.4)
and that:
lim
t  
&u(x, t)&U(x&ct+x0 , x)&=0. (1.5)
Theorem 1.2. Consider equation (1.2) with initial data of the form
u0(x)=U(x, x)+v0(x). Define the weighted Banach spaces
B|, j=[g(x) # C(R1) | &g&|, j# max
0i j
sup
x # R1
|cosh(|x)g(i)(x)|<+],
where | is a positive number, j is integer, and g(i)(x) is the i th derivative of
g. Then there exist |0>0 (depending only on U), and =>0 such that if
v0 # B|0 , 2 , and &v0&|0 , 2=, we have:
&u(!, t)&U(!+#, !+ct)&|0, 2K\
t, \t0, (1.6)
where !=x&ct is the moving frame coordinate, #=#(=) # C 1, K>0 and
\ # (0, 1) are constants.
In the degenerate case (ur=0), we adapt the framework of Osher and
Ralston [19], which applies directly to equation (1.2) if k and a are equal
to constants. Two key ingredients of the OsherRalston method are the L1
contraction property of solutions and the spatial translation invariance of
the equation. Thanks to the conservation form of (1.2), the L1 contraction
property remains true. However, the variable coefficients k and a definitely
break the spatial translation invariance. The idea is to look for new
invariance in the moving frame. Due to the special form of coefficients
k=k(!+ct), a=a(!+ct) in the moving frame !=x&ct, t=t, the equa-
tion enjoys a space-time translation invariance under the transform:
!$=!+h, t$=t&hc. It is this invariance that allows us to recover the
L1 compactness. The other difference is that the traveling waves are now
periodic orbits in the solution space instead of fixed points of [19]. Hence
for stability, we need to analyze the large time limit of the sequence
u(!, nT+t), as n  , where T=1c is the time period of the orbits. We
have:
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Theorem 1.3. Assume that 0u0(x)ul , u0 # L1(R+), u0 # Lp(R+),
u0&ul # L1(R&), u p0&u
p
l # L
1(R&). Then there exists a number x0 such that
|
R1
m(u0(x))&m(U(x+x0 , x)) dx=0, (1.7)
and that:
lim
t  
&u(x, t)&U(x&ct+x0 , x)&1=0.
An immediate consequence is:
Corollary 1.1. (Uniqueness of Degenerate Traveling Waves). Let
U$=U$(x&c$t, x) be another degenerate traveling wave solution satisfying
0U$(x, x)ul , U$(x, x) # L1(R+), U$(x, x) # Lp(R+).
Then it is identically equal to U(x&ct+x0 , x) for some x0 .
Note that due to lack of strong maximum principle in the degenerate
case, uniqueness of weak traveling waves appears to be difficult if one
works with the time independent traveling wave equation, see [26].
However, uniqueness follows easily from a dynamic point of view here.
Let us remark on how our results above can be useful in the random
case. The wave speed formula (1.3) makes sense if we replace the period
average by the ensemble average. For a stationary ergodic process, the
average is a unique constant. Recent work of Wehr and Xin [24] on white
noise perturbation of viscous shock fronts of Burgers equation shows that
the RankineHugoniot relation is still valid under random perturbations in
the sense of distribution. The significant difference is that fronts can not
stablize towards a constant speed motion as in the periodic case. Instead,
fronts move at a constant speed in the background of noise with a variance
of order O(- t). The random noise persists in time and satisfies a central
limit theorem in the large time asymptotics, [24]. In other words, what we
proved here for the periodic case may well serve as the leading asymptotics
of the front motion in the random case. Numerical results of Postel and
Xin [20] support such a scenario and indicate that the next order random
effects from k and a obey Gaussian statistics for large times. It is an inter-
esting problem for the future to rigorously justify these findings for (1.2) in
the random setting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the
basic properties of traveling waves established in [26] and show their use-
ful implications for later analysis. In Section 3, we present the proof of
Theorem 1.1; in Section 4, we show the spectral analysis of the time period
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map S which then implies Theorem 1.2 by standard argument. In Section 5,
we prove Theorem 1.3 with emphasis on the new ingredients.
2. TRAVELING WAVES AND PROPERTIES
In [26] (see Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.3, and the remark at the end of
page 78), we have proved in particular
Theorem 2.1. If ur # (0, ul), f (u)=up, p # (0, 1), then equation (1.2)
admits a classical traveling wave solution of the form u=U(x&ct, x)#
U(s, y), s=x&ct, y=x, U(&, y)=ul , U(+, y)=ur , and U(s, } ) has
period one. Such solutions are unique up to constant translations in s and
satisfy:
ur<U<ul \(s, y);
(2.1)
Us<0, \(s, y);
and the wave speed c is given by (1.3).
If ur=0, f (u)=up, p # (0, 1), then equation (1.2) admits a weak traveling
wave solution of the same form. U(s, y) is Ho lder continuous and satisfy:
0U<ul \(s, y);
U(s1 , y)U(s2 , y) \s1s2 , \y; (2.2)
Us<0 if U(s, y)>0;
and c is given by (1.3) setting ur to zero.
The following properties of these waves are also in [26] (Lemma 2.2 on
p. 81, remark 1.5 on p. 79, and (6.34) on p. 102):
Proposition 2.1. For the classical traveling waves U(s, y), there exist
constants s1>0, s2<0, *1<0, *2>0, and positive periodic functions 8i ( y),
i=1, 2, such that:
U&ure*1s81( y) ss1 , (2.3)
ul&Ue*2s82( y) ss2 . (2.4)
For the degenerate Ho lder continuous traveling waves, (2.4) remains true,
however, (2.3) should be replaced by
(U(s, y)) Be&;s, ss3 , (2.5)
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for some positive constants ;, B, and s3 , where the bracket denotes the period
average over y.
Now we show:
Proposition 2.2. Let U(s, y) be the profile of a degenerate traveling
wave. Then for any p # (0, 1), any finite constant c0 ,
|
+
0
U(x+c0 , x) dx< |
+
0
Up(x+c0 , x) dx<. (2.6)
Proof. By monotonicity of U(s, y) in s and periodicity in y, we have:
|

0
U(x+c0 , x) dx= :

n=0
|
n+1
n
U(x+c0 , x) dx
 :

n=0
|
n+1
n
U(n+c0 , x) dx
= :

n=0
|
1
0
U(n+c0 , x) dx,
and so (2.5) implies:
|

0
U(x+c0 , x) dx
 :
0nmax(s3&c0, s3)
ul+ :
nmax(s3&c0, s3)
Be&;(n+c0)C<.
Similarly using also Ho lder inequality, we have:
|

0
Up(x+c0 , x) dx= :

n=0
|
n+1
n
Up(x+c0 , x) dx
 :

n=0
|
n+1
n
Up(n+c0 , x) dx
 :

n=0 \|
1
0
U(n+c0 , x) dx+
p
 :
0nmax(s3&c0 , s3)
u pl + :
nmax(s3&c0 , s3)
(Be&;(n+c0)) p
C$<.
The proof is complete.
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Using periodicity of U in y, we infer easily:
Corollary 2.1. Let U(s, y) be the profile of a degenerate traveling
wave, and c be the wave speed. Then for any p # (0, 1), any finite constant c0 ,
|
+
0
U(x+c0 , x+ct) dx< |
+
0
U p(x+c0 , x+ct) dx<, (2.7)
hold uniformly in t0.
3. STABILITY OF CLASSICAL TRAVELING WAVES
To prove Theorem 1.1, we first consider initial data u0 # C 2(R) such that
u0, x  0 as x   and u0, xx is bounded. Throughout this section, we
always assume that the initial data satisfy: 0<uru0(x)ul , for any
x # R, as stated in Theorem 1.1. The equation (1.2) in the moving frame
!=x&ct, t=t reads:
(u+k(!+ct) f (u))t=(a(!+ct) u!)!+c(u+k(!+ct) f (u))!+bu! . (3.1)
Classical parabolic a-priori estimates ([16]) show that 0<uru(x, t)ul ,
\t0, and the supremum norms of the first and second spatial derivatives
of u are uniformly bounded in time. Hence classical solutions exist for (3.1)
globally in time, and we refer to [16] for an extensive discussion.
Now let us show three lemmas on the asymptotic behavior of solutions
near spatial infinities.
Lemma 3.1. If lim!\ |u0(!)&ur, l |=0, then lim!\ |u(!, t)&ur, l |=0
for t # [0, T], and any finite T>0.
Proof. Define the parabolic operator:
Lv#(a(!+ct)v!)!+(c+ck(!+ct) f $(u)+b)v!&(1+k(!+ct) f $(u))vt .
Then Lu=0. On the other hand, \=>0, _!0=!0(=) such that
|u0(!)&ur |= if !!0(=). Let
u =ur+=+:e;t+!0&!,
then:
Lu =(&a:e;t+!0&!)!+(c(1+kf $(u))+b)(&:e;t+!0&!)
&(1+kf $(u)) :;e;t+!0&!
=(:e;t+!0&!)
_(&a!+a&c(1+kf $(u))&b&;(1+kf $(u)))0,
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if ; is large enough. Moreover,
u | t=0=ur+=+:e!0&!u0 ,
if :ul . Maximum principle then implies that: u u, for all t0. A similar
argument shows that
u

=ur&=&:e;t+!0&!u,
for large enough : and ;. It follows that
lim
!  
u

=ur&=lim inf
!  
u,
and
lim
!  
u =ur+=lim sup
!  
u.
Sending = to zero, we have lim !   u=ur . The !  & limit is proved
similarly.
Lemma 3.2. If lim!   u0, !=0, then lim!   u!=0, for t # [0, T], any
T>0 finite.
Proof. Differentiating equation (3.1) to !, and letting w=u! gives:
(w+kf $(u)w)t+(k! f (u))t=(a! w)!+(aw!)!+c(w+kf $(u)w)!
+c(k! f (u))!+bw! ,
or simplifying to get:
(w+kf $(u))wt+kf "(u) ut w+k! f $(u)ut
=(aw!)!+(a!+c+ckf $(u)+b)w!+(a!, !+c(kf $(u))!)w,
which yields upon substituting in (3.1) that:
(1+kf $(u))wt=(aw!)!+(a!+c+ckf $(u)+b)w!
+(a!, !+c(kf $(u))!&kf "(u)ut)w
&
k! f $(u)
1+ckf $(u)
((aw)!+(c+ckf $(u)+b)w),
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or:
(1+kf $(u))wt=(aw!)!+\a!+c+ckf $(u)+b& ak! f $(u)1+ckf $(u)+ w!
+\a!, !+c(kf $(u))!&kf "(u)ut
&
k! f $(u)
1+ckf $(u)
(a!+c+ckf $(u)+b)+ w.
We then consider comparison functions of the form
w\=\=e;(t&T)+:e;t+!0&!,
where !0=!0(=, ;)) is such that |u0, ! |(=2)e&;T if |!|!0 . Choosing :,
; large enough independent of =, we can show by maximum principle that
w-ww+. Taking !   and using the = arbitrariness as before, we
conclude that lim!   u!=0, for t # [0, T], and any positive T.
Lemma 3.3. The integrals ! m(u(s, t))&m(ur) ds and 
!
& m(u(s, t))&
m(ul) ds are well-defined for all t0 and !. Moreover:
lim
!  + |

!
m(u(s, t))&m(ur) ds=0, (3.2)
lim
!  & |
!
&
m(u(s, t))&m(ul) ds=0, (3.3)
uniformly in t0, where m(u)#u+k(!+ct) f (u).
Proof. We calculate using (3.1):
d
dt |

!
m(u(s, t))&m(ur) ds
=|

!
(aus)s+c(m(u))s+bus&c(kf (ur))s ds
=aus+cm(u)+bu&ckf (ur) | s=s=! C<, (3.4)
uniformly in time. We have used Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to arrive at the last
equality and a-priori estimates for the uniform bound. Integrating in t, we
see that
0|

!
m(u(s, t))&m(ur) dsCt.
The other integral is bounded in the same way.
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To show (3.2), we only need bound from above, noticing that m(u)m(ur)
by maximum principle. To this end, we first show that \=>0, _c0=c0(=)
such that:
0|

!
m(u0(!))&m(ur) ds=+|

!
m(U(!+c0 , !))&m(ur) ds, (3.5)
for all ! # R1. Indeed, \=>0, _M=M(=)>0, such that:
|
|!| M
|m(u0(!)&m(U(!, !))| d!
=
3
. (3.6)
So for any c0 the inequality:
|

!
m(u0(!))&m(ur) ds
=
3
+|

!
m(U(!+c, !))&m(ur) ds,
or equivalently:
|

!
m(u0(!))&m(U(!+c, !)) d!
=
3
,
holds for ! # [M, ) thanks to monotonicity of U and (3.6). If
! # [&M, M], we make sure that:
|
M
!
m(u0)&m(ur) ds
=
3
+|
M
!
m(U(s+c, s))&m(ur) ds, (3.7)
by choosing c=c(M, =) sufficiently negative. If !&M, we verify that:
|
&M
!
m(u0)&m(ur) ds
=
3
+|
&M
!
m(U(s+c, s))&m(ur) ds,
or
|
&M
!
m(u0)&m(U(s+c, s)) ds
=
3
,
which is true again for any c0 by monotonicity of U and (3.6). Combin-
ing the above, we showed (3.5).
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Now subtracting equation (3.1) from the one with U=U(!+c0 , !+ct)
in place of u, we find that:
(u+kf (u)&(U+kf (U)))t=(a(u&U)!)!+c(m(u)&m(U))!+b(u&U)! .
(3.8)
Define:
v==+|

!
m(U(s+c0 , s+ct))&m(u) ds,
and so:
v==&|

!
m(u)&m(ur) ds+|

!
m(U)&m(ur) ds,
and:
v!=u&U+k(!+ct)( f (u)& f (U))=A(!, t)(u&U), (3.9)
where:
A(!, t)#1+k(!+ct)
f (u)& f (U)
u&U
, (3.10)
is uniformly bounded in (!, t). Equation (3.8) becomes in terms of v:
v!, t=[a(A&1v!)!]!+cv!, !+b(A&1v!)! ,
which gives upon integrating over (&, !), and using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2
that:
vt=a(A&1v!)!+(c+bA&1)v! ,
(3.11)
v | t=0==&|

!
m(u0)&m(ur) ds+|

!
m(U)&m(ur) ds.
In view of (3.5) and maximum principle, we see that v0, \t0. So:
0|

!
m(u)&m(ur) ds=+|

!
m(U)&m(ur) ds,
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or:
0lim sup
!  
|

!
m(u)&m(ur) ds=,
uniformly in t0. It follows that
lim
!   |

!
m(u)&m(ur) ds=0,
uniformly in t by arbitrariness of =. This proved (3.2), and (3.3) is similar.
The lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Define:
V=|

!
[m(u(s, t))&m(U(s+s0 , s+ct))] ds, (3.12)
where s0 is to be determined. As in Lemma 3.3, we subtract equation solved
by u and U, integrate in ! and derive the integrated equation (3.11) except
now c0 is replaced by s0 . Let us write V into:
V=|

&
(m(u)&m(U)) ds&|
!
&
(m(u)&m(U)) ds.
We observe that:
d
dt |

&
(m(u)&m(U)) ds
=|

&
(m(u)&m(U)) t ds
=|

&
[(a(!+ct)(u&U)!)!+c(m(u)&m(U))!+b(u&U)!] ds
=0. (3.13)
On the other hand,
|
!
&
(m(u)&m(U)) ds=|
!
&
(m(u)&m(ul)) ds+|
!
&
(m(ul)&m(U)) ds
 0, (3.14)
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uniformly in t as !  & by Lemma 3.3. Similarly,
V=|

!
(m(u)&m(ur)) ds+|

!
(m(ur)&m(U)) ds  0, (3.15)
uniformly in t as !  +.
Now we choose a unique value of s0 such that at t=0:
|

&
m(u0)&m(U(s+s0 , s)) ds=0, (3.16)
which is possible because the left hand side is strictly monotone increasing
and continuous in s0 , and can be of either sign. In fact:
|

&
m(u0)&m(U(s+s0 , s)) ds
=|

0
(m(u0)&m(ur)) ds+|
0
&
(m(u0)&m(ul))
+|

0
m(ur)&m(U(s+s0 , s)) ds+|
0
&
(m(ul)&m(U(s+s0 , s)) ds,
where the third term on the right hand side is negative and can be made
as small (large) in absolute value as we please if s0r1 (&s0r1); while
the fourth term on the right hand side is positive and can be made as
large (small) as we please if s0r1 (&s0r1). It follows from (3.11),
(3.13)(3.16), and maximum principle that: &V&  0, as t  . This
implies via &ux &C and the calculus interpolation inequality:
& f $&2 - & f "&& f &, \ f # C2(R1)
that
&m(u(!, t))&m(U(!+s0 , !+ct))&  0,
or:
&u(!, t)&U(!+s0 , !+ct))&  0,
as t  . Going back to the (x, t) coordinate, we infer (1.5).
Finally, we approximate u0 # L1 & L(R1) by a sequence of smooth
functions u (n)0 satisfying our regularity and decay assumptions and are such
that &u0&u0 (n)&1  0 as n  . This implies via L1 contraction of the
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dynamics (see coming discussions) that &u(x, t)&u(n)(x, t)&1  0 as well as
uniform convergence in Lp (1 p<) norm by interpolating with L. It
is then easy to see that the Theorem also holds for data u0 # L1 & L(R1).
The proof is complete.
Remark 3.1. Equation (3.11) may be used to show exponential decay
of v in time for initial data with spatial exponential decay if the coefficient
(c+bA&1) has a distinguished sign (same as the sign of infinity) at !
infinities. This is the case when a and k are constants due to entropy (or
convexity) conditions of f (u). In the periodic case, (c+bA&1) is oscillatory
in large !, and it is not clear how to get around it in the presence of full
nonlinearity.
4. STABILITY WITH EXPONENTIAL RATE
We prove Theorem 1.2 by studying the spectrum of the time one map of
the linearized operator. Let us consider the moving frame coordinate
!=x&ct, t=t. Equation (1.2) then becomes:
(u+k(!+ct) f (u))t=(a(!+ct) u!)!+c(u+k(!+ct) f (u))!+bu! . (4.1)
We write u(!, t)=U(!, !+ct)+v(!, t). Substituting this expression into
equation (4.1), we find using the fact that U is an exact solution:
vt+[k(!+ct)( f (U+v)& f (U))]t
=(a(!+ct)v!)!+(b+c)v!+c[k(!+ct)( f (U+v)& f (U))]! , (4.2)
which simplifies to:
vt+k( f (U+v)& f (U))t=(av!)!+(b+c)v!+ck( f (U+v)& f (U))! , (4.3)
where we drop the explicit dependence of functions k and a. Using the
identity ( f (U+v)& f (U))t= f $(U+v)vt+ f $(U+v)Ut& f $(U)Ut , equa-
tion (4.3) becomes:
vt+kf $(U+v)vt+k( f $(U+v)& f $(U))Ut
=(av!)!+(b+c)v!+ck( f $(U)v)!+ 12ck( f "(%U+(1&%)v)v
2)! , (4.4)
for some % # (0, 1). Now since
k( f $(U+v)& f $(U))Ut=ckf "(U) vUy+
c
2
kf "$(%1 U+(1&%1)v) v2Uy ,
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for some %1 # (0, 1), and
ck( f $(U)v)!=ckf $(U)v!+ckf "(U)(Us+Uy)v,
equation (4.4) gives:
vt+kf $(U+v)vt
=(av!)!+(b+c)v!+ckf $(U)v!+ckf "(U) Us v+N0[v, v!], (4.5)
where N0[v, v!] is at least quadratically nonlinear in v and v! . We further
write equation (4.5) as:
vt=L(t)v+N[v, v! , v!!], (4.6)
where the linear operator L is:
Lv=
1
1+kf $(U)
[(av!)!+(b+c)v!+ck( f $(U)v!+ f "(U) Us v)], (4.7)
and the nonlinear operator N[v, v! , v!!] is at least quadratic in v, v! , and
v!! . The linearized equation vt=L(t)v is conveniently expressed as:
(1+kf $(U))vt=(av!)!+(b+c)v!+ck( f $(U)v!+ f "(U) Us v), (4.8)
which is the linear parabolic equation that we will focus on for spectral
analysis. Since f $(U)0, equation (4.8) is strongly parabolic with smooth
coefficients.
Differentiating equation (4.1) with operator d#c!&t and setting
u=U, we have:
(dU+kf $(U) dU)t=(a(dU)!)!+c(dU+kf $(U) dU)!+b(dU)! , (4.9)
where dU=c[Us+Uy]&cUy=cUs . So we get:
c(Us+kf $(U) Us)t=c(a(Us)!)!+c(b+c)(Us)!+c2(kf $(U) Us)! ,
or
[(1+kf $(U)) Us] t=(a(Us)!)!+(b+c)(Us)!+c(kf $(U) Us)! ,
or
(1+kf $(U))(Us)t=(a(Us)!)!+(b+c)(Us)!
+ckf $(U)(Us)!+ckf "(U) U 2s . (4.10)
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Equation (4.10) implies that Us is a time periodic solution to equation (4.8).
Let E(t) be the evolution operator for equation (4.8), E : v0  v(!, t), from
B|, 0 into itself; and let S be the associated period map. To analyze S in the
weighted space B|, 0 , we make the change of variable:
v=:(!, t) v^,
for equation (4.8), where : is a positive smooth function to be chosen.
Then, v^ solves the equation:
(1+kf $(U))(:tv^+:v^t)
=(a:! v^+a:v^!)!+(b+c+ckf $(U))(:!v^+:v^!)+ckf "(U) Us :v^,
or
:(1+kf $(U)) v^t=:(av^!)!+a:!v^!+(a:!)! v^
+a:! v^!+:(b+c+ckf $(U)) v^!+:!(b+c+ckf $(U)) v^
+ckf "(U) Us :v^&(1+kf $(U)) :t v^
or
(1+kf $(U)) v^t=(av^!)!+2a
:!
:
v^!+(b+c+ckf $(U)) v^!
+
1
:
[(a:!)!+:!(b+c+ckf $(U))
+ckf "(U) Us :&(1+kf $(U)):t] v^. (4.11)
Choose :(!, t) = e*1!81(! + ct)(1 & ‘(!)) + ‘(!)e&*1!82(! + ct), where
‘(!)=0, if !0, ‘(!)=1, if ‘1, ‘ is smooth and connecting zero and one
on (0, 1). The number *1 > 0, and 8i ( } ) > 0, i = 1, 2, and has period
T=1c. We have yet to determine *1 , and 8i .
If !0, :(!, t)=e*1!81(!+ct). Direct calculation shows:
(a:!)!+(b+c+ckf $(U)):!+ckf "(U) Us:&(1+kf $(U)):t
=e*1![(a81, !)!+2*1a8!+b81, !
+81(b*1+*21 a+*1 a!+c*1(1+kf $(U))+ckf "(U) Us81]. (4.12)
Let 81 be the principal eigenfunction of the elliptic operator in the above
bracket with f $(ul) replacing f $(U) and the last term ckf "(U) Us81
omitted, then if we denote the corresponding eigenvalue by \l (*1), we have:
l.h.s. of (4.12)=[c*1 k( f $(U)& f $(ul))+ckf "(U) Us+\l (*1)]:, (4.13)
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where \l (*1)<0, if 0<*1R1, for details see [26], Lemma 2.2. It follows
that v^ satisfies the equation (for !0):
(1+kf $) v^t=(av^!)!+
2a:!
:
v^!+(b+c+ckf $(U)) v^!
+[\l (*1)+c*1 k( f $(U)& f $(ul))+ckf "(U) Us] v^. (4.14)
The case !1 is similar, and we write \r (&*1) for the negative principal
eigenvalue with correponding eigenfunction being 82 . Thus there is a
bounded smooth function B=B(!, t) such that B  \l (*1)<0, as
!  &, B  \r(&*1)<0, as !  , exponentially in ! and uniformly
in t. Moreover, B is T periodic in t. The function v^ then solves the equation:
(1+kf $) v^t=(av^!)!+
2a:!
:
v^!+(b+c+ckf $(U)) v^!+Bv^. (4.15)
Notice that :! and : have the same growth rate at ! infinities due to 8i
being positive periodic, and so their ratio is uniformly bounded in (!, t). So
the mapping v(!, 0)  v(!, T) is just
:(!, 0) v^(!, 0)  :(!, T) v^(!, T )=:(!, 0) v^(!, T ),
due to periodicity of : in t. Thus the spectrum of S=E(T ) in B|, 0 with
|=|(!)=cosh(*1 !) is the same as that of the operator S : v^(!, 0) 
v^(!, T) on B1, 0 , the space of bounded continuous functions on R1. Note
that the weight function cosh(*1 !) is equivalent to the weight function :(!,
0) since they have the same growth rate at ! infinities. We use the former
in the statement of Theorem 1.2 for the sake of simplicity.
Let us show that the essential spectrum of S on B1, 0 is inside a circle
with radius less than one. We consider the time period map S associated
with the evolution equation:
(1+kf $) v~ t=(av~ !)!+
2a:!
:
v~ !+(b+c+ckf $(U)) v~ !+B1v~ (4.16)
where
B1=B1(!)=\l (1&‘(!))+\r ‘(!).
By maximum principle,
sup
!
|v~ (!, T )|e&#T sup
!
|v~ (0)|,
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where
#=inf
!
[&B1(1+kf $(U))&1]>0.
Thus operator S is a contraction mapping, and &S &B1, 0 is less than one.
Equation (4.15) can be recast into:
v^t=
1
1+kf $(U) _(av^!)!+
2a:!
:
v^!+(b+c+ckf $(U)) v^!+B1 v^&+B2 v^,
(4.17)
where B2 #1(1+kf $(U))[B&B1]. The function B2 decays to zero
exponentially as |!|  . Let E =E (t, s) be the evolution operator of
equation (4.16) from s to t, and E =E (t, s) be the similar one for equation
(4.15). Then regarding B2 v^ as an inhomogeneous term, we get from
equation (4.17) for any v0 # B1, 0 :
S v0=S v0+|
T
0
E (T, s) B2(!, s) v^(!, s) ds, (4.18)
or
(S &S ) v0=|
T
0
E (T, s) B2(!, s) E (s, 0) v0(!) ds, (4.19)
where S =E (T, 0), S =E (T, 0). We show that S &S is a compact operator
on B1, 0 . Suppose that [vn(!)] is a bounded sequence in B1, 0 . Then for any
s # [0, T], B2(!, s)E (s, 0) vn is a bounded sequence in B\, 0 , with \t1B2
as !  . It is easy to see that the operator E (T, s) is bounded in B\, 0 ,
and is locally compact in C((0, T ), C(R1)) thanks to parabolic regularity.
Due to uniform decay of the sequence wn#E (T, s) B2 E (s, 0) vn(s) at !
infinities, and diagonal process, there is a subsequence, still denoted by wn ,
such that wn converges on any set like [t1 , t2]_R1, where 0<t1<t2<T,
to a continuous function w. It follows that as n  ,
|
T
0
wn(!, s) ds  |
T
0
w(!, s) ds,
where the limiting function is obviously bounded continuous, and so
belongs to B1, 0 . This implies that S &S is a compact operator on B1, 0 , and
thus S and S have the same essential spectrum (see Henry [14], p. 136),
which is inside a circle of radius less than one. In other words, the essential
spectrum of operator S on B|, 0 is inside a circle of radius less than one.
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Since S is a bounded operator, the complement of essential spectrum of S is
a discrete set of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. If the number of
eigenvalues is infinite, then they have accumulation points inside the ball of
radius r<1. By enlarging r slightly to r$ # (r, 1), we can ensure that outside
of this ball of radius r$, there are only finitely many eigenvalues. So there
exists a ball of radius r$, B(0, r$), r$<1, such that _(S)=71 _ 72 , 71 & 72
is empty; 71 , the essential spectrum of S, lies inside B(0, r), and 72 consists
of finitely many eigenvalues of finite multiplicity.
We show below that 72 lies strictly inside B(1, 0) except for point 1,
which is a simple eigenvalue. Since _(S) can be separated into two disjoint
parts 71 and 72 , theorem 6.17 of Kato ([17], page 178) says that spectral
decomposition exists, i.e. B|, 0=M$M", S=S |M$ S |M" , _(S | M$)=71 ,
_(S |M")=72 . Operator S | M" is a bounded strongly positive operator, and
M" is finite dimensional. Therefore, SM" is a compact operator on M". By
the KreinRutman theorem [22], 1 is a simple eigenvalue since its corre-
sponding eigenfunction Us(!, !+ct) is positive. Moreover, |*|<1, if
* # 72"[1]. We have proved that the spectrum of operator S on B|, 0 is
inside a circle of radius less than one except for the simple eigenvalue 1.
The above spectral result combined with a standard implicit function
theorem argument (see [21] and [25]) then implies the nonlinear
asymptotic stability of the traveling wave solutions U(x&ct, x) with
exponential decay rate. We omit the details yet remark that the require-
ment that the initial perturbation v0 be in B|, 2 instead of B|, 1 as in [21]
is due to the fact that in equation (4.6) the nonlinear terms involve v!! . We
also note that requiring initial data to decay exponentially is necessary to
get temporal exponential decay even in the constant a and k case. The
decay rate depends in a highly nontrivial way on the wave profile U which
in turn relates to the variable coefficients a and k. It is interesting to com-
pare the decay rate in the periodic case with that of the constant coefficient
case.
5. STABILITY IN THE DEGENERATE CASE
In proving Theorem 1.3, we shall follow the general strategy of Osher
Ralston [19] and use the new invariance to overcome the loss of spatial
translation invariance. To this end, it is convenient to work with the
variable m(u). Explicit (x, t) dependence of m will not be spelled out. Let
us first show
Lemma 5.1. The inequality:
|m(u)&m(v)||u&v|, (5.1)
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holds for any nonnegative u and v. Here m(u)#u+k(x, t) up, k(x, t) is
smooth, and bounded by two positive constants from above and below,
p # (0, 1).
Proof. If either u or v is zero, (5.1) is obvious. Now assume that both
u and v are nonzero. Then:
|u+k(x, t) up&(v+k(x, t) vp)|=|(u&v)(1+k(x, t) p(%)p&1)||u&v|,
where %>0 is between u and v. We finish the proof.
Lemma 5.1 implies that if a sequence m(un) converges to m(u) in Lq,
q # [1, ], then un converges to u also in the same space. Now let
m=m(x, u)#u+k(x) up, p # (0, 1). It follows that:
(m)1p=u(u1& p+k(x))1p,
is a function smooth in x and C1 in u with derivative:

u
(m1p)=(m1p)u=(u1& p+k(x))1p+
1& p
p
u1& p(u1& p+k(x))1p&1>0.
Hence there is a positive function g(x, v) smooth in x and C 1 in v such that
g is strictly monotone increasing in v, and
u= g(x, m1p)#G(x, m).
Equation (1.2) can be written as:
mt=(aGx)x+bGx ,
or:
mt=(aG1+aG2 mx)x+bG1 ,
(5.2)
=(aG2 mx)x+(bG&aG1)x .
where Gi , i=1, 2, are respectively the derivative of G to x and m. Notice
that G2= gv p&1mp
&1&1. So G2 is positive and is zero only at m=0. Equa-
tion (5.2) is put into the conservation form studied in [19].
In light of the general existence and uniqueness theory of Volpert and
Hudjaev on degenerate quasilinear parabolic equations [23], and as is
done in [19], it is not hard to verify that the solution operator denoted by
T(t) is a semigroup on the set S defined as:
S=[m0=m(x, u0)|u0 # L(R) : 0u0ul].
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Moreover, T(t) # C([0, ); L1loc(R
1)), L1loc(R
1) being equipped with the L1
norm restricted to any bounded interval. This is carried out by taking the
=  0 limit of the operators T=(t) on the set:
S= [m0=m(x, u0)|u0 # C2(R) : =u0ul].
Using the fact that for any =>0, solutions are classical and satisfy maxi-
mum principle, and that the equation (5.2) is in conservation form, it is
straightforward to verify the following properties of T(t):
(1) T(t) is monotone: u(x)v(x) implies [T(t) u](x)[T(t) v](x),
a.e.;
(2) T(t) preserves L1: u&v # L1(R) implies T(t) u&T(t) v # L1(R1).
Moreover:
|
R
T(t) u&T(t) v=|
R
u&v;
(3) T(t) is contractive on L1(R):
&T(t) u&T(t) v&1&u&v&1 .
In fact, (3) also follows directly from (1) and (2), [7], [19]. However,
in our case spatial translational invariance is broken. In [19], spatial
translation invariance is used along with L1 contraction to establish the
property that in the moving frame !=x&ct, t=t:
&[T(t)m](!)&[T(t)m](!+h)&1:(h)  0, (5.3)
as h  0, uniformly in t. The property (5.3) is necessary for establishing
L1(R) compactness of T(t) u as t  . Now (5.2) in the moving frame
becomes:
mt=(a(!+ct) G1(!+ct, m)m!)!
+(bG(!+ct, m)&a(!+ct) G1(!+ct, m))!+cm! . (5.4)
We prove:
Proposition 5.1. Property (5.3) holds for solution m of (5.4) if u0 is such
that U&Nu0UN , for some N # Z, where UN=U(!&N, !).
Proof. Equation (5.4) is invariant under the space-time transform:
!  !+h, t  t&
h
c
, \h.
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In other words, if m(!, t) is a solution, so is m(!+h, t&hc). Obviously, L1
contraction holds for (5.4). For any |h| # (0, 1), if t>hc then:
&m(!+h, t)&m(!, t)&1
"m(!+h, t)&m \!+h, t&hc+"1+"m \!+h, t&
h
c+&m(!, t)"1
"m \!+h, hc+&m0(!+h)"1+"m0(!+h)&m \!,
h
c+"1
"m \!, hc+&m0(!)"1+&m0(!+h)&m0(!)&1+"m0(!)&m \!,
h
c+"1
=2 "m \!, hc+&m0(!)"1+&m0(!+h)&m0(!)&1 . (5.5)
By property (1) of T(t):
m(U&N) \!, hc+m \!,
h
c+m(UN) \!,
h
c+ , (5.6)
where m(U\N)=m(U\N)(!, t)=U\N(!, !+ct)+k(!+ct) U p\N(!, !+ct).
For any =>0, _A=A(N, =) such that if |!|A then:
|
|!|A }m \!,
h
c+&m0(!) }max\ ||!|A }m(U\N) \!,
h
c+&m0(!) }
=
4
, (5.7)
while by continuity of u # C([0, ); L1loc(R)), there is h0=h0(=, A) so that
if |h|h0 :
|
|!|A }m \!,
h
c+&m0(!) } d!
=
4
. (5.8)
Hence if |h|h0 , then:
"m \!, hc+&m0(!)"1
=
2
.
Making h0 smaller if necessary, we have:
&m0(!+h)&m0(!)&1
=
2
,
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if |h|h0 . Combining, we see that:
&m(!+h, t)&m(!, t)&1=,
if |h|h0 , t>h0c. On the other hand, if t # [0, h0 c],
&m(!+h, t)&m(!, t)&1&m(!+h, t)&m0(!+h)&1
+&m0(!)&m(!, t)&1+&m0(!+h)&m0(!)&1 .
(5.9)
The first two terms on the right hand side are equal and can be treated as
in (5.6)(5.8). Therefore, \=>0, _h1=h1(=, N) such that if |h|h1 , then:
sup
t0
&m(!+h, t)&m(!, t)&1=.
Thus:
lim
h  0
sup
t0
&m(!+h, t)&m(!, t)&1=0.
The proof is complete.
We denote the traveling wave solutions, now time periodic solutions, of
(5.4) as M=M(!, t), M(!, }) has period T=1c. Also, Ml=ul+k(!+ct) u pl .
Corollary 5.1. Let vn=m(!, nT+t) and assume that conditions in
Proposition 5.1 hold. Then for \(h, {) # (0, 1)2, and any finite 0t1<t2 ,
there is a positive function :=:(h, {), :  0 as (h, {)  0, such that:
|
t1
t2
&vn(!, t)&vn(!+h, t+{)&1 dt:(h, {), (5.10)
uniformly for all n1. Moreover, the family of functions [vn (!, t)&M(!, t)]
is compact in L1loc([0, ); L
1(R1)).
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, we have:
&m(!, nT+t)&m(!+h, nT+t+{)&1
&m(!, nT+t)&m(!+h, nT+t)&1
+&m(!+h, nT+t)&m(!+h, nT+t+{)&1
:1(h)+&m(!, 0)&m(!, {)&1 , (5.11)
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where the last term can be bounded by another positive decaying function
:2({) as shown in Proposition 5.1. Integrating (5.11) over t # [t1 , t2], we
proved the (5.10).
For any t>0, property (2) above and the periodicity of M(!\N, t) in t
show that:
M&N(!, t)#M(!+N, t)m(!, t+nT )M(!&N, t)#MN(!, t),
which along with Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.1 gives:
|
L
&
|m(!, nT+t)&M(!, t)| d!|
L
&
|M&N (!)&Ml | d!  0,
(5.12)
|

L
|m(!, nT+t)&M(!, t)| d!|

L
MN (!) d!  0,
as L   uniformly in t. This proves the L1 compactness of the family of
functions vn&M, [9].
Lemma 5.2. Suppose vnj (!, t)  m (!, t) in L
1
loc([0, ); L
1(R1)) for a
subsequence nj  . Then for any s>0, t1>0, and any y:
|
t1
0
dt &T(s) m (!, t)&M(!& y, t+s)&1
=|
t1
0
dt &m (!, t)&M(!& y, t)&1 . (5.13)
Proof Without loss of generality, we set y=0. L1 contraction implies
that the left hand side of (5.13) is no larger than the right hand side. Now
suppose (5.13) is false, then _ t0>0 and s0>0 such that:
|
t0
0
dt &T(s0) m (!, t)&M(!, t+s0)&1<|
t0
0
dt &m (!, t)&M(!, t)&1 . (5.14)
For any =>0, _j0= j0(=, t0) such that if j j0 :
|
t0
0
dt &m(!, nj T+t)&m (!, t)&1=. (5.15)
Notice that if we choose nj $>nj+s0 T, then:
&m (!, t)&M(!, t)&1&m(!, nj $T+t)&M(!, nj $ T+t)&1
&m(!, njT+s0+t)&M(!, njT+s0+t)&1
=&m(!, njT+s0+t)&M(!, s0+t)&1 . (5.16)
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Also by L1 contraction:
&m(!, nj T+s0+t)&T(s0) m (!, t)&1&m(!, njT+t)&m (!, t)&1 . (5.17)
Let us derive a contradiction with (5.16) using (5.17), (5.14), and (5.15).
We have:
|
t0
0
&m(!, nj T+s0+t)&M(!, t+s0)&1 dt
|
t0
0
(&m(!, njT+s0+t)&T(s0) m (!, t)&1
+&T(s0) m (!, t)&M(!, t+s0)&1) dt
|
t0
0
(&m(!, njT+t)&m (!, t)&1+&T(s0) m (!, t)&M(!, t+s0)&1) dt
=+|
t0
0
&T(s0) m (!, t)&M(!, t+s0)&1 dt
<|
t0
0
&m (!, t)&M(!, t)&1 dt, (5.18)
if = is small enough. Integrating (5.16) over t # [0, t0] contradicts (5.18).
Lemma 5.3. Let m0(!) be a C2 function so that M&N(!)m0(!)
MN(!), and that there is a R such that m0(!)=MN (!) for |!|>R. Let
m(!, nj T+t)&M(!, t)  m (!, t)&M(!, t),
as nj   in L1loc([0, ); L
1(R1)). If for some y and t, m &My is of two
signs, then there exist numbers y0 , s0>0, and t0>0 such that
|
t+t0
t
dt$ &T(s) m (!, t$)&My0(!, t$+s)&1<|
t+t0
t
dt$ &m (!, t$)&My0(!, t$)&1 ,
for all ss0 .
The proof is a straightforward modification of Lemma 4 of [19], using
local regularity properties of parabolic equations and fundamental solu-
tions. In fact, m is a weak solution of (5.4), and is continuous by recent
regularity theory of weak solutions, [8]. This simplifies the argument in
([19]) for continuity of the limiting function using approximation. We
omit further details.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. We proceed in two steps. In step one, we con-
sider initial data m0 satisfying: m0 # C2(R), M&Nm0MN , m0=MN for
|!|R, for some R. In step two, we consider data of the theorem by
approximation.
By Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 5.1, the set [m(!, nT+t)&M(!, t)] is
compact in L1loc([0, ); L
1(R1)). Thus there is a sequence nj  ,
m (!, t) # L1loc([0, ); L
1(R1)), m # S for any t, such that:
lim
nj  
|
t1
0
&m(!, njT+t)&m (!, t)&1 dt=0,
for any t10. By Lemma 5.2,
|
t1
0
&T(s)m &My(!, t+s)&1 dt=|
t1
0
&m &My(!, t)&1 dt, (5.19)
for any y, and nonnegative s, t1 . If we choose y0 such that R1 u0(!, 0)&
My0(!, 0)=0, then:
|
R1
m &My0(!, t)=0,
for any t0. If m &My0(!, t) is of two signs for some t, then applying
Lemma 5.3 and (5.19) we deduce a contradiction. So m (!, t)=My0(!, t) for
all (!, t). It follows that
m(!, nT+t)  My0(!, t),
in L1loc([0, ); L
1(R)) or \ =>0, _ N(=), if nN(=):
|
1
0
&m(!, nT+t)&My0(!, nT+t)&1 dt=,
using periodicity of M in t. L1 contraction then shows if snT:
|
1
0
&m(!, t+s)&My0(!, t+s)&1 dt=,
and:
&m(!, s+1)&My0(!, s+1)&1=,
thus:
lim
s  
&m(!, s)&Uy0(!, s)&1=0. (5.20)
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For general data u0 stated in the Theorem, there is a sequence m0, j (see
[19] for its construction), m0, j  m0 in L1. Also for each m0, j , _yj such
that  m0, j&Myj d!=0, and &mj (!, t)&Myj &1  0, as t  . My being
monotone in y, so yj  y , and
|
R1
m0&My0=0.
Now \ =>0, _ j $= j $(=), such that
&m0&m0, j $&1=, &My&Myj$ &1=,
then:
&m(!, t)&My0(!, t)&1
&m(!, t)&mj $(!, t)&1+&mj $(!, t)&Myj$(!, t)&1
+&Myj$(!, t)&My(!, t)&1
&m0(!)&m0, j $(!)&1+&Myj$(!, t)&My(!, t)&1+
&mj $(!, t)&Myj$(!, t)&1
2=+&mj $(!, t)&Myj$(!, t)&13=,
if tt$=t$( j $), large enough. It follows that
lim
t  
&m(!, t)&My0(!, t)&1=0,
and by Lemma 5.1:
lim
t  
&u(!, t)&Uy0(!, t)&1=0.
The proof is complete.
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